2006 SRC Forms
What Teachers Need To Do

- **Step 1** Deadline: Jan. 10, 2006
  Students will turn in a copy (not the original) of their Scientific Review Committee (SRC) forms to their teacher.
  **Note:** January 10 is the student deadline; that gives you 10 days to make the Jan. 20 teacher deadline.
  Forms returned with SRC approval signatures become your students’ new originals.
  **Note:** the student should always retain the latest original of their SRC forms; this is essential to prove that proper safety procedures were followed should any paperwork get lost. Only copies should be mailed, or resubmitted after SRC revisions, or brought to the DRSEF on the day of the Fair.

- **Step 2** Deadline: Jan. 20, 2006
  The teacher will do the following, depending on whether they are in a coordinated district, or an other district. See the list below to determine which category you are in.

  **Coordinated Districts**
  Those districts where the local IDS science coordinator receives the SRC forms. Forward the copies of the SRC forms to your district representative listed on DallasScienceFair.org by January 20, 2006.
  Allen  Dallas  Irving  Plano
  Carrollton/  Frisco  McKinney  Richardson
  Farmers Branch  Garland  Mesquite

  **Other Districts**
  All those not on the list above including all private schools. Please mail the copies of the SRC forms by January 20, 2006 to: Dallas Regional Science & Engineering Fair (DRSEF) c/o SMU Physics Dept.
  P.O. Box 0175
  Dallas, TX 75275-0175

- **Step 3** Mar. 25, 2006
  Remind the students to bring a copy (not the original) of their SRC forms with them to the fair. Should they be selected for State or International Fair, these must be submitted with their entry paperwork.